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the school, the numbers of pupils enrolled, the relation of the
school to others in the district, the number and certification
of the teachers in a building, and the philosophy of the school
board, the superintendent, the principal, and leading teachers
in a given community.
Many elementary schools, because of one or several of these
factors, are organized on the platoon or departmental plan.
The administrative advantages of these well-known systems
are offset by certain effects on the children. The hourly
scheduling of classes and the intricate subject programs car-
ried by the children are kept in smooth running by bells to
guide the changing of classes. The children go to a different
teacher for each of the five daily subjects, and to special teach-
ers in special laboratories or rooms for weekly or bi-weekly
lessons in music, art, manual arts, or homemaking. The re-
sulting regimentation of teachers and pupils inhibits the more -
creative long-time projects and flexible-group kinds of study.
Despite the prevalence of the departmental plans of organiza-
tion there begins to be dissatisfaction with them because of
their disorganizing effects on the pupil. Regimentation of
the young child limits his physical, emotional, and intellectual
growth and his creative thinking.
Many larger schools, having tried departmental or platoon
organization, are returning to what has been called the "self-
contained" homeroom type of organization which has not
been abandoned to so great an extent by smaller schools, or
in less regimented systems. In the self-contained homeroom,
one teacher directs the child's daily program. Other teachers,
with special knowledge to contribute, come to the homeroom
to help with special projects. For projects requiring special
equipment the teacher may go with her pupils to the special
laboratories or work shops. Because the child stays in one
homeroom for one, or possibly two years, there is greater
opportunity for the teacher to learn the child's special needs
and give him the sort of guidance which develops in him
security and a sense of belonging, as well as helping him to
see relatedness between the parts of what he studies.

